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Abstract

With the stringent requirement of receiving video from the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) from any-

where in the stadium of sports events and the significant-high per-cell throughput for video transmission

to virtual reality (VR) users, a promising solution is a cell-free multi-group broadcast (CF-MB) network

with cooperative reception and broadcast access points (AP). To explore the benefit of broadcasting

user-correlated decode-dependent video resources to spatially correlated VR users, the network should

dynamically schedule the video and cluster APs into virtual cells for a different group of VR users with

overlapped video requests. By decomposition the problem into scheduling and association sub-problems,

we first introduce the conventional non-learning-based scheduling and association algorithms, and a

centralized deep reinforcement learning (DRL) association approach based on the rainbow agent with a

convolutional neural network (CNN) to generate decisions from observation. To reduce its complexity,

we then decompose the association problem into multiple sub-problems, resulting in a networked-

distributed Partially Observable Markov decision process (ND-POMDP). To solve it, we propose a

multi-agent deep DRL algorithm. To jointly solve the coupled association and scheduling problems, we

further develop a hierarchical federated DRL algorithm with scheduler as meta-controller, and association

as the controller. Our simulation results show that our CF-MB network can effectively handle real-time

video transmission from UAVs to VR users. Our proposed learning architectures is effective and scalable

for a high-dimensional cooperative association problem with increasing APs and VR users. Also, our

proposed algorithms outperform non-learning based methods with significant performance improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems bring fast and easy accessibility of aerial video

capture into our daily life. Although the existing WiFi or Long-Term-Evolution (LTE) technolo-
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gies can support low-resolution video transmission for flight control, they are not suitable for

applications, where many audiences need simultaneous streaming high-resolution videos from

UAVs for enhancing viewing experience with virtual reality contents in large sports events.

A typical solution is the True View Technology for large sports events introduced by Intel

[1]. It enhances the audiences’ viewing experience by allowing audiences to customize their

viewing angles freely and be immersed in a selected environment with the help of a large camera

array distributed around the stadium and head-mounted displays (HMD) for virtual reality (VR)

audiences. The captured video from diverse angles is processed into a volumetric video set,

which contains real-time content for VR video resources from different angles. However, the

angle of view, namely viewpoint, provided by this system is largely limited by fixed cable

cameras. To realise the full vision of event enhancing VR video capture, a wireless network

is needed to receive, process and transmit the captured 360° VR video from multiple UAVs to

massive VR users. However, as shown by Qualcomm [2], [3], the overall capacity requirement

for such service from network to VR users can reach 22Tbps/km2 level, which can’t be satisfied

with existing wireless technologies. Also, this service requires seamless real-time responses to

VR users’ viewpoint selections, and the newly generated video frames should be successfully

transmitted and decoded without noticeable jitter or delay [2], [4].

Existing research on VR video transmission has been mainly focused on reducing the transmis-

sion delay via caching and wireless resource allocation [5]–[9]. In [5]–[7], the authors designed

a caching algorithm to reduce the transmission delay of VR video resources from the UAVs or

cloud server to the VR users with the support of the edge server. By periodically re-arranging the

video resource held at the edge server, the requested video resource can be directly transmitted

to the VR users from edge server without fetching from the UAVs in real-time to save the overall

delay. In [8], the authors optimized the resource allocation for VR video transmission under the

consideration of data correlation. With the human factor in the loop, the authors [9] extended

[8] by integrating the prediction of VR users’ motions prediction into allocation algorithm and

reduce the overall delay of the video resource transmission. However, [4], [10] assumed pre-

stored independent VR video resource in the form of chunk or image without considering task

correlation and video increment decoding schemes. In [6], a scheduling algorithm was applied

to manage the processing and transmission of correlated tasks in VR. However, their models are

not suitable for our considered scenario with shared volumetric video, where massive VR users

are strongly correlated over both content and geometry.
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To tackle the real-time VR video transmission from UAVs to a large number of VR users

with content request correlation, the broadcasting of the same content to VR users with the same

request is shown to be a promising solution [10]. By discretizing the video resources into smaller

units, namely, tiles [11], the broadcasting of correlated video resources may largely reduce the

bandwidth requirement. However, the limited coverage and inter-cell interference are detrimental

to the broadcasting system, especially for cell-edge VR users. To cope with this challenge, one

possible solution is the cooperative transmission, which has been proposed in [12]–[15]. By

introducing the concept of cooperative transmission into a large scale network. The authors

in [13] proposed a cell-free (CF) multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) network to facilitate wide

range cooperation among a large number of distributed access points (AP) with cooperative

transmission by a central server via high-speed backhaul links. This concept is further extended

to user-centric CF-MIMO network, where the APs are clustered into different groups that can

serve multiple groups of users simultaneously [14]. It is also shown from [15] that the carefully

designed precoding matrix can help to improve the spatial efficiency of user-centric CF network.

However, the association problem in [14], [15] is complex to solve with a large number of

cooperative APs. The deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has been shown useful in solving

caching, scheduling, and association problems dynamically [8], [10]. However, a large number

of VR users and cooperative APs introduce a high-dimensional environment (i.e. channel state,

actions of multiple AP). Luckily, a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based DRL is known

to be able to extract complex wireless features from the environment [16].

Motivated by the above, in this paper, a CF broadcast network is proposed to jointly stream

the VR video resources from UAVs and broadcast to the target VR user groups with spatial and

content correlation. In this network, there are two challenging problems to solve in real-time: 1)

a scheduler to capture the decoding relationship between VR video resources; 2) an association

algorithm to dynamically re-groups APs to connect UAVs with each VR user group. Importantly,

the scheduling and association stages occur sequentially. More specially, the scheduler first

decides the tiles to be transmitted, which corresponds to a UAV that providing this tile in

real-time and a VR user group that requested this tile. The locations of each VR user group

will then influence the optimal association decision between APs and a VR group to avoid high

inter-cell interference and ensure full coverage. This calls for a joint design of scheduling and

association algorithms. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We first propose a decode-forward (DF) CF-MB network for VR video resource transmis-
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sion with UAV-APs uplink from UAV camera to APs group, and APs-VR downlink from

APs group to users. We also define our VR video resource via tiles, and QoE metric

via the viewpoint-peak-signal-noise-ratio (V-PSNR) based on the number of successfully

decoded tiles at the VR users’ sides. Then, we formulate our optimization problem as the

maximization of the total V-PSNR in each group of picture (GOP) for all the VR users.

• We then introduce conventional methods for both scheduling and association, which are the

popularity-based proportional fair (P-PF) scheduler, and cell-based (CB) and cell-free (CF)

association approach, respectively.

• Formulating the association problem as a partially observable Markov-decision-process

(POMDP), we first propose a centralized DRL algorithm with CNN layers. With the ex-

ponential growth of action space with an increasing number of APs, our results reveal the

limitation of scalability in a centralized learning approach.

• To improve the scalability of our algorithm, we decompose the association problem into

multiple subproblems, resulting in a networked-distributed Partially Observable Markov

Decision Process (ND-POMDP), which are coordinated via mean-field theorem. We propose

a federated distributed multi-agent DRL approach with the distributed rainbow agent at each

AP. Our results show that our distributed algorithm can efficiently solve the association

optimization problem even with a large number of cooperative APs and VR users.

• To handle the interplay between the scheduling and the association, we propose a hierar-

chical DRL architecture with a centralized scheduler and our proposed multi-agent DRL

association to jointly optimize the V-PSNR. Our results show that our proposed hierarchical

multi-agent DRL approach can effectively support the cooperation of APs.

• Simulation results show that our proposed three learning-based algorithms can effectively

adapt to the dynamic environment with arbitrary density, locations, and request patterns VR

users, while significantly outperform non-learning-based conventional approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates the communication

model and video decoding model. In Section III, we define our optimization target with defining

viewpoint peak signal-noise ratio (V-PSNR) as the QoE metric. We propose conventional methods

for scheduling and association separately. In Section IV, we first propose our centralized DRL

algorithm for association problem. We introduce ND-POMDP problem, which is then solved

a federated multi-agent association setting. Then, in Section V, we apply hierarchical learning
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Figure 1: Illustration of scenario, tiled-based video model and corresponding VR user correlation.

method to capture both scheduling and association sub-problems. The numerical results are

presented in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

Notation: In this paper, R is the set of real numbers, C is the complex field, and 1 denotes

the binary set. | · | gives the absolute value or number of elements inside a set. Dimensions of

vectors/matrices are indicated by format M×N . HT , HH are the transpose, conjugate transpose

respectively, of a matrix H . The operators E[ · ] denotes expectation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1a and Fig. 2, we consider a cell-free multi-group broadcast (CF-MB)

network for 360° video transmission in a large sports event. This CF-MB network is composed

of 1) a set of APs B, which are located in the grid; 2) a central server, which connects all APs

through backhaul optical links; 3) a set of randomly located camera UAVs U , where each UAV

provides the video resource from their orientation; and 4) a set of VR V users, whose locations

follow Poisson cluster process (PCP) with |U| clusters [17]. Each VR user requests video resource

from a UAV based on their field-of-view (FOV). As shown in Fig. 1c, the overlapped field-of-

view forms correlation among VR users’ requests [10]. Considering that the VR users’ video

requests can correlate to their location in large sports event scenarios, we apply PCP distribution

to capture the geographically correlated video requests. We assume that VR users in each cluster

request video resources from the same UAV, while the clusters can be overlapped or disjointed.

All nodes are located inside the serving area of the plane R2, and remain spatially static for

each group-of-picture (GOP) once deployed. The video resource is captured by UAVs, processed

by central server, and transmitted to VR users via CF-MB network on request. In short, the

CF-MB network acts as a decoded-forward (DF) relay, which receives the video from UAV

and broadcasts the processed video to target the VR user group based on VR users’ request.
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However, the resource requests are small packets in tens of bytes level, whereas the video data’s

size is usually in GB level. Due to the significant different traffic characteristics of video data

and VR request, we focus on the UAV-APs uplink from UAVs to the APs in CF-MB network,

and the APs-VR downlink from the APs in CF-MB network to VR users in this paper.

A. Transmission Channel Model

To capture the different channel characteristic between APs, UAVs and VR user groups, we

consider different channel models for the UAV-APs uplink and the APs-VR downlink, respectively.

The UAV-APs uplink from UAV to APs and APs-UAV downlink from APs to VR user group

occupy BUL and BDL bandwidth, respectively. We also assume that a perfect channel state

information (CSI) is available at the APs. We assume that both channels follow block fading

assumption, where the channel remains constant on a time-frequency coherence block [18].

1) UAV-APs Uplink

The UAV-APs uplink between a UAV and a AP group forms a virtual single-input-multi-output

(SIMO) system, where multiple APs are associated to enhance the signal reception quality.

Considering potential line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) for low altitude flying

drones, we adopt free-space path loss and Rayleigh fading to model the UAV-APs uplink path

loss model as

hu,b =

(
4πdu,bf

UL
c

c
)αULηLoSβu,b, P u,b

LoS

(
4πdu,bf

UL
c

c
)αULηNLoSβu,b, P u,b

NLoS = 1− P u,b
LoS

, (1)

where θu,b = 180
π

sin−1(
hu,b
du,b

) is the elevation angle of the drone, hu,b represents the height of

flying drone, du,b denotes the distance between the bth AP and the uth UAV [19], fUL
c is the

uplink channel center frequency, ηLoS and ηNLoS are the excessive path loss coefficients in LoS

and NLoS cases, c is the light speed, and αUL is the path loss exponent. In (1), we adopt the

LoS probability of the UAV-APs uplink as [20]

P u,b
LoS =

1

1 + 11.95 exp(−0.14[θu,b − 11.95])
, (2)

where θu,b = 180
π
× arcsin( hu

du,b
), hu is the flight height of UAV.

Based on (1) and (2), the combined channel between the bth AP and the uth UAV can be

expressed as

hu,b = [P u,b
LoSηLoS + P u,b

NLoSηNLoS](
4πdu,bf

UL
c

c
)αULβu,b, (3)

where P u,b
LoS is given in (2).
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Figure 2: Communication stages and video tiles decoding relationship for considering multi-group-multi-cast system.

2) AP-VR Uplink

We consider Rayleigh fading for multi-input-single-output (MISO) transmission between each

AP group and VR user [13]. The channel between the bth AP and vth VR user is represented as

hb,v = d−αDL
b,v βb,v, (4)

where db,v represents the distance between the bth AP and the vth VR user, αDL represents the

AP-VR uplink path loss exponent, and βb,v denotes the Rayleigh small-scale fading.

B. Video Resource and User Correlation Model

To facilitate effective broadcasting of video resources, it is necessary to split the captured

video resource into small tiles, which can be decoded individually. By exploring the nature of

video codec, the tiled-based video transmission is introduced for VR video transmission, where

the tiles in the same location can be decoded individually [11]. As shown in Fig. 1a, each

UAV records a 360° video stream with on-broad camera, which is converted and transmitted in

2D video format via Equirectangular projection. As shown in Fig. 1b, we define that each tile

contains color information for 30°× 30° square in 3D global space [21]. The size of one tile is

defined as µMT bits, where µ is the compression rate. We also denote the overall tile set as J ,

which is provided by the set of UAVs U . The tiles set generated at time t is denoted as Jt, and

the tiles provided by uth UAV at time t is denoted as J u
t , u ∈ U . As shown in Fig. 1b, each

UAV provides 6× 12 tiles.

To describe the content request in each VR user via tiles, we highlight that the field-of-view

(FoV) of human is defined as 210°×150° [11]. Thus, we have 5×7 tiles in one users’ request set

J v
t , v ∈ V at time t, i.e. |J v

t | = 21. The number of tiles can vary based on different positions

of viewpoints in 360° space. All VR users’ FoV and corresponding tile requests are randomly
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generated within the UAV’s viewpoint whose required tiles follow the rule of 3D-2D projection

[22]. By dividing the VR users’ requested video frame into tiles (as shown in Fig. 1c), the VR

user group Vj , who requests the same tile j from the uth UAV, can be served via the broadcast

channel at the same time. This highlights the potential benefit of broadcasting overlapping tiles.

C. Tiles Decoding Model

As shown in Fig. 2, a set of new tiles from video frames with corresponding Jt tiles are

generated every Tf time, i.e. at frame rate 1/Tf. We assume that all video resources are captured

and encoded in the same frame rate and aligned in time.

Considering a dependent frame decoding scheme, as shown in Fig. 2, frames are encoded

incrementally within group-of-pictures (GOP) to reduce the overall data rate. For low-latency

video encoding scheme, we consider two typical kinds of the frame inside one GOP — intro-

coded frame (I Frame), and predicted-coded frame (P frame). The I frame can be decoded

individually, whereas the P frame requires the same location’s frame or tile in previous time

instance to decode [23]. With such dependent encoding scheme, the overall capacity requirement

for video transmission can be saved. Thus, one tile can be successfully decoded only when the

previous tiles are successfully decoded, whose set is denoted as Jvt in the vth VR user at time t.

D. Network Transmission Procedure

In our considered CF-MB network, the network performs as a DF relay system to support the

tile j transmission from uth UAV to VR user group Vj via APs group But . For time-frequency

resource, we adopt time division duplex, which is assumed in many massive MIMO works [24].

As shown in Fig. 2, each frame with a duration of Tf is divided into Tf/Tr re-scheduling slots,

where Tr is the length of each re-scheduling slot. Each re-scheduling slot is further divided

into Tr/Tb broadcast slots, where Tb is the length for each broadcast slot. As shown in Fig.

2, there are 5 stages in each re-scheduling slot of the network transmission procedure, which

are scheduling stage, association stage, UAV-APs uplink transmission stage, processing stage,

and APs-VR downlink transmission stage. In the scheduling stage, the network first decides the

priority of tiles in each UAV based on VR users’ requests. Then, the bTr/Tbc tiles with highest

priority in each UAV is picked for transmission within Tr. As such, the target VR users whose

requested tiles are scheduled in Jt forms the VR user group Vj (j ∈ Jt). With the tuples of

scheduled tiles, UAV, and target VR user group, each AP selects one tuple to transmit inside

each re-scheduling slot Tr. The single-antenna UAV is capable of transmitting one tile at the
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same time. As shown in Fig. 2, this allows for the spatial reuse of frequency resources, where

multiple UAVs can be served by different virtual cells at the same time. How to group APs as

virtual cells to serve tiles from different UAVs is decided during the association stage.

In the association stage, the network makes association decision by grouping certain APs as

a virtual cell But based on their selected tuple of UAV, tiles, and corresponding VR user group.

Since the network acts as a DF relay. The association decision determines the APs that support

the transmission from UAVs to the VR user groups, i.e. both UAV-APs uplink and APs-VR

downlink. Once the AP is associated with the vth UAV and jth tile, it is selected for the tile’s

reception and broadcasting.

In the UAV-APs uplink stage, the uth UAV transmits the scheduled tile j to it associated AP

group But , which jointly receives the signal. In the processing stage, the tile is processed at the

central server, whose delay is considered as a constant value and ignored in our analysis. In

the broadcast stage, the APs in virtual cell But jointly broadcast the tile to the VR user group

requesting tile j, i.e. Vj . The UAV-APs uplink stage, processing stage, and APs-VR downlink

stage repeated until the end of Tr using the same scheduling and association decision.

E. Tile Transmission Model

From the perspective of CF-MB network, the network is operating in full-duplex mode with the

transmission of UAV-APs uplink and APs-VR downlink at the same time over different frequency

bands without interfering each other. We assume that all UAV and VR users are equipped with

one antenna. Each AP is equipped with two antenna for full-duplex transmission where one

antenna for UAV-APs uplink, one for APs-VR downlink. The tile transmission model can be seen

as a DF relay system, where UAV-APs uplink is SIMO transmission and APs-VR downlink is

MISO transmission.

1) The Transmission of UAV-APs Uplink

For the SIMO transmission of UAV-APs uplink from single UAV to multiple cooperative APs,

we adopt the maximum-ratio combining (MRC) technique to realise the multiple reception gain.

The received signal γu∗,b from scheduled the u∗th UAV to the bth AP within associated APs

group Bu∗t at time t can be expressed as

yu∗,b = hu∗,bsu∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired signal

+
U∑

u′∈Ut\u∗
hu′,bsu′︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interference from Other UAVs’

+ n0︸︷︷︸
Noise

, (5)
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where hu,b denotes the channel vector from the uth UAV to the bth AP, Ut is the current scheduled

UAV, hu′,b is the interference channel from other interfering UAVs, su is the signal transmitted

by the uth UAV, N0 ∼ CN (0, IN) represents the Gaussian white noise. Then, the signal after

MRC can be expressed as

γu∗,But =
∑
b∈But

wbyu∗,b, (6)

where wb is a general weighted MRC scheme with weight wb = hHu∗,b/||hu∗,But ||F, b ∈ B
u
t , || · ||F

represents Frobenius norm, and hu∗,But = [hu∗,b0 , ..., hu∗,b|But |
] is a |But | × 1 channel vector from

target the u∗th UAV to a corresponding APs group But [25].

Thus, the received SINR for tile upload from the uth UAV to access point group Bkt at time

t can be expressed as

γu∗,But =
∑
b∈But

pu|wbhu,b|2
/(∑

b∈But

U∑
u′∈U\u

pu′|wbhu′,b|2 +
∑
b∈But

|wb|2σ2
)
. (7)

Due to the flat-fading in each broadcast slot, the received data capacity Du∗,Bu∗t
(t) during

resource block at the group of APs Bu∗t from the u∗th UAV is given by

Du∗,Bu∗t
= TbBUL log2(1 + γu∗,Bu∗t ). (8)

2) Tile Transmission of the APs-VR Uplink

In APs-VR uplink, the APs form virtual-cells to jointly broadcast the tiles to corresponding VR

user groups and enhance the broadcasting quality. As shown in Fig. 2, the cooperative APs can

enhance the signal quality in receiving from the VR users, but the inter-cluster interference limits

the overall performance. To realise the gain of jointly broadcasting and to improve the worst VR

user’s performance, we adopt linear sum maximum precoding [26]. With perfect channel state

information (CSI), the precoding matrix in the bth AP can be given by

wb = αb

Vk
t∑
v

hHb,v
||hb,v||2

, b ∈ Bkt , (9)

where αb is the normalize factor to ensure ||wb||2F = 1.

Based on (9), the signal received at the selected v∗th VR user (v∗ ∈ Vut ) from the bth AP can
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be expressed as

yBut ,v∗ =
∑
b∈But

hb,v∗wbsb +
B∑

b′∈B\But

hb′,v∗wb′sb′ + nv∗

=
∑
b∈But

hb,v∗

Vu
t∑
v

αb
hHb,v
||hb,v||2

sb︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired Signal

+
B∑

Bnt ∈B\But

Bnt∑
b′

hb′,v∗

Vn
t∑
v′

αb′
hHb′,v′

||hb′,v′||2
sb′︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inter-group Interference

+ nv∗︸︷︷︸
Noise

,
(10)

where wb denotes the precoding matrix for the bth AP in group But at time t, and hb,v is the

path loss for the channel between the bth AP and the vth VR user at time t.

Based on (10), the SINR from the bth AP in APs group But to v∗th VR user in user group

Vut at time t can be expressed as

γBut ,v∗ =
∑
b∈But

pb|hb,v∗wb|2
/( B∑

b′∈B\But

pb′ |hb′,v∗wb′|2 + σ2
)
. (11)

Under given SINR, the received data DBut ,v in one broadcast slot Tb from the APs group But
to v∗th VR user can be calculated by the minimum ergodic rate within the broadcast group

DBut ,v = TbB
DL
c log2(1 + γBut ,v∗). (12)

3) Overall Capacity

From the whole system point of view, the tiles are delivered to the requesting VR user group

via the aforementioned DF network transmission. As the success of tile transmission will only

occur when both the UAV-APs uplink and APs-VR downlink success. The successful transmission

of jth tile can be written as the combination of successful transmission in UAV-APs uplink and

APs-VR downlink as

1[Du,v ≥ µMT] = 1[Du,But ≥ µMT] ∧ 1[DBut ,v ≥ µMT], (13)

where µMT is the size of tile to be transmitted, 1[x] = 1 as x is true, 1[x] = 0, otherwise. ∧ is

logical and operation. 1[x] ∧ 1[x] = 1 as x and y is true, 1[x] ∧ 1[x] = 0.

F. Quality-of-experience Metric for VR Users

Generally, for video-based VR service, it is common to define the QoE as the break-in-presence

(BIP), which describes the event when users stop responding to the virtual environment [4].

When it comes to our considered video-based VR applications, it is tightly correlated to the

video quality. It is common to measure the received amount of information in tiles or frames

via the Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR) value.
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To model the QoE with PSNR value, we jointly consider the transmission and decoding of

tiles. We first define the successful decoded tiles at the vth VR user as set Jvt at time t. We then

refactorize the original PSNR function, which measures the pixel-level information amount, to

that of tile-level. By doing so, we can quantify the decoded QoE with PSNR value inside the

vth VR user field-of-view at time t using viewport-PSNR (V-PSNR) [28] as

V-PSNRv
t = 10 log10

(
1
/

(1 +
1

|J v
t |

(|J v
t | −

∑
j∈J v

t

1[j ∈ Jvt ]))
)
, (14)

where Jvt is the decoded tile set, and Jvt represents the actual decoded tiles at time t in the vth

VR user (Jvt ⊆ J v
t ). In (14),

∑
j∈J v

t
1[j ∈ Jvt ] denotes the number of successfully decoded tiles

in vth VR user at time t. The V-PSNR value gives 10 log10 |J v
t | if all the tiles requested by the

vth VR user are transmitted successfully. The tile j can be decoded if its and its dependent tiles

are successfully transmitted or decoded

1[j ∈ Jvt ] =


1[Du,v ≥ µMT], t < Tf,

1[Du,v ≥ µMT] ∧ 1[j′ ∈ Jvt ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dependent tile received

, t ≥ Tf
(15)

where 1[Du,v ≥ µMT] is given in (13), j and j′ are dependent tiles, j is required to be decoded

with j′ incrementally, i.e. j depends j′ to decode j → j′. In each GOP, when t < Tf, the tile is

from I frame, which can be decoded independently.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND CONVENTIONAL METHODS

In this section, we defined and decomposed our optimization problem into scheduling and

association sub-problems. We then introduce the conventional methods for each sub-problem.

A. Problem Formulation

We aim to study how the CF-MB network supports the tile transmission from UAVs to VR

users and enhance the QoE of VR users by dynamically adjusting the scheduling and association

decisions. Our proposed tile transmission procedure executes each stage successively. In each

broadcast slot, the network generates an state Stb , which indicates VR users’ request, UAVs’

position, VR users’ V-PSNR, UAV-APs uplink’s, APs-UAV downlink’s channel information, and

etc. The network state Stb+1 in next broadcast slot is jointly decided by the current system state

Stb , scheduling tiles Jtb , and associated virtual cells {Butb} (u ∈ U), such that it forms Markov

decision process (MDP) problem. In this problem, we denote the scheduling policy as πs and

the association policy as πa. The scheduler policy πs is denoted as a weight mapping from the
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current state to the priority of tile transmission. The association policy πa is denoted as the

distribution mapping from the current environment state and selected scheduling decisions to the

selection of each UAV and corresponding VR user group. Thus, our optimization target can be

defined as maximizing the accumulative V-PSNR gain over broadcast slots in TGOP via finding

the optimal πs and πa

max
πs,πa

E[

TGOP∑
tb=0

∑
j∈Jtb

∑
v∈Vj

∆V-PSNRv
tb︸ ︷︷ ︸

V-PSNR Gain for transmitted tile j

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V-PSNR Gain in Tb for scheduled tile set Jtb

, (16)

where the V-PSNR gain is denoted as ∆V-PSNRv
tb

= V-PSNRv
tb
−V-PSNRv

tb−1. However, in tile

transmission procedure, the scheduling and the association steps are performed sequentially. In

details, the scheduling and association decisions are made in different time steps, i.e. schedul-

ing priority is updated every re-scheduling slot Tr, and association decision is updated every

broadcast slot Tb. Note that scheduling decision needs to be first updated before the updating

of association decision. Another reason for this decomposition is that the joint decision space

for both scheduling and association is far complex to be handled via one single algorithm.

Thus, we decompose the problem into coupled scheduling and association sub-problems. The

scheduling sub-problem acts as a meta-controller to optimize the cumulative intrinsic V-PSNR

gain in re-scheduling step Tr

max
πs
E[

TGOP∑
tr=0

∑
j∈Jtr

∑
v∈Vj

∆V-PSNRv
tr︸ ︷︷ ︸

V-PSNR gain within Tr

]. (17)

The association sub-problem maximizes the cumulative extrinsic V-PSNR gain, which is the

actual V-PSNR gain for scheduled tile Ja within Ta

max
πa
E[

TGOP∑
t=0

∑
j∈Jt

∑
v∈Vj

∆V-PSNRv
tb︸ ︷︷ ︸

V-PSNR gain within Tb

], (18)

where t is the system time period index, and T is the system time period. From (17) and (18),

we can observe that the scheduling and association problems are directly coupled, which need

to be jointly optimized.
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B. Conventional Approaches

In this section, we introduce conventional scheduling and association approaches for each

sub-problem, namely, popularity-based proportional fair (P-PF) scheduling, cell-based (CB), and

cell-free (CF) associations, respectively.

1) Popularity-based Scheduling

According to (15) and (17), the potential V-PSNR gain for transmitting the tile j is jointly

determined by the number of VR users in the group Vj , and the transmission successful rate

in current and previous broadcast slots. From (14) and (15), we know that the V-PSNR gain in

each broadcast slot Tb tightly correlates to the number of VR users who request the tile j, i.e.

|Vj|. Thus, the more VR users request the tile j, the more V-PSNR gain via transmitting the

tile j. This instantly results in a popularity-based scheduling algorithm, where tiles with higher

popularity are transmitted in each Tb. Remind that, the scheduling action directly decides which

tile to transmit in each broadcast slot for each UAV, which in turn decides and the corresponding

VR user group Vj .

Additionally, to take decoding state and fairly serve all VR users, we borrow the idea of

proportional fair (PF) scheduler that has been widely used in existing cellular network [29]. By

adding the previous tiles’ decoding state in denominator, the resulting P-PF scheduling method

determines the prioritization of tile j at time tr as

P-PFj =
∑
v∈Vj

1[j ∈ J v
tr , j /∈ Jvtr ]

/( tr−1∑
tr′=0

1[jt′r ∈ Jvtr ]
)
, (19)

where Jvtr denotes the successfully decoded tiles in the vth VR user at time t, and jt′r denotes the

tile at time t′r that is required by tile j’s decoding, the value of numerator is 1 if current tile is

required by vth VR user, the value of denominator is the sum of previous successfully received

tiles, which is required by j to decode.

2) Cell-based and Cell-free Association

We adopt two conventional network schemes to handle the association problem, which are cell-

based (CB) and cell-free MIMO (CF) associations: 1) In CB network, each AP is an individual

cell, where each AP makes its decision based on its observation independently cooperation.

Specifically, each AP is associated with the largest VR user group Vj , which has its corresponding

vth UAV and jth tile (j ∈ J v) inside its observation. This scheme may bring high inter-cell

interference and poor cell-edge performance; and 2) In CF network, all APs cooperatively receive
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one tile in every UAV-APs uplink stage and broadcast one tile in the broadcast stage. In another

word, all APs are grouped in one virtual cell. In this scheme, the tile with the highest priority

among all tiles in all UAVs is selected to be transmitted. This scheme provides high channel

capacity for transmitting UAV and corresponding VR users, resulting in inefficient time resource

usage with geometry correlated VR users, i.e. Du,v � µMT.

IV. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING APPROACH FOR ASSOCIATION

With sequential scheduling and association procedures, we first design a learning-based asso-

ciation algorithm working with conventional P-PF scheduling method to showcase the benefits

of learning for the association. Since the geometry-correlated VR users’ requests provide another

degree-of-freedom in system design, the association algorithm can spatially reuse the frequency

resource by grouping APs into virtual cells. To manage the grouping between APs with multiple

UAV and hundreds of VR users, it calls for an intelligent algorithm to deal with a complex

environment. The conventional intelligent algorithm usually fails to converge. Thus, we introduce

deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approaches, which are model-free and shown to be useful

in addressing dynamic and temporary dependent control problem in a complex environment [4].

A. Centralized Deep Reinforcement Learning

In the following, we propose a centralized DRL approach to find the optimal association policy.

Remind that in our considered CF-MB network, the existence of the central server naturally

facilities the centralized DRL approach, where a centralized DRL agent is placed at the central

server to make joint association decision for all APs dynamically, to maximize the long-term

V-PSNR. Here, S (s ∈ S) is the set of state, and the state St at time t contains the position

of nodes inside the network, channel state information (CSI), VR users’ tile request, VR users’

decoding state, VR users’ V-PSNR value, and UAVs’ tile resource state.

Since it is impractical to fully capture the large environment space with massive communi-

cating nodes’ channel state and position. Thus, we define our problem as a partially observable

MDP (POMDP) problem.

• The observation o (o ∈ O) only contains all nodes’ position and VR users’ tile request

without including the UAV and VR users’ channel state, due to that the channels are largely

dominated by the large-scale fading under APs’ cooperative reception and transmission in

CF-MB network [13].

• The action a (a ∈ A) for the association is a one-hop mapping from each AP to the tuple
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Figure 3: Network Structure of Distributed Association Agent.
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Figure 4: The grid-based observation generated from environment
state.

of serving UAV, tile j, and corresponding VR user group Vj . As each AP has |U| option

to choose, the size of action space of A can be calculated as |A| = |U||B|, and the action

at time t is denoted as At.

• The reward Rt (Rt = r, r ∈ R) is the V-PSNR gain at time t, designed as

Rt =
∑
v∈V

∆V-PSNRv
t , (20)

where ∆V-PSNRv
t = V-PSNRv

t − V-PSNRv
t−1.

It should be noted that network time period is much larger than Tb, which means the network

transmit multiple tiles under one association decision.

1) Grid-based Observation and Neural Network Layers

We design a grid-based observation as a fuzzy representation of the state, where the geometry

correlated information is mapped into grids. As shown in Fig. 4, for each UAV, three grid-

maps correspond to the position of UAVs, APs, and the VR user group requesting the currently

scheduled tiles (Vj, j ∈ Jt). The value in each UAVs and APs grid maps is 1 if the node exists

in that grid. For the VR user group grid-map, the value in each grid is the summation number

of tile requests from the VR users in that grid, which is normalized into the range of (0, 1] over

the maximum number of tiles’ requests in each grid. For example, two VR users from 1th UAV

locate in the same grid and request 2 and 3 tiles from scheduled tiles Jt, the maximum number

of tile requests in grids is 8. Then, the normalized value in that grid is 0.625.

To capture the spatial information in grid observations among UAV, AP, and VR users, we

introduce convolutional layers to encode the observation into following neural layers. The benefit

of applying convolutional layers in communication problems has been shown by previous re-

searches [16]. The convolutional layers can learn to estimate the potential signal and interference.

As shown in Fig. 3, we design five layers of convolutional layers and one linear layer to encode

the observation into a hidden vector, which is then processed by a duelling network. The duelling

network contains two streams composed of two noisy linear layers: advantage and value stream,
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respectively. The output from both streams is then aggregated for action decision making [30].

2) Rainbow Agent

Known as Rainbow, it is a state-of-the-art DRL approach [30]. It has been shown that the

rainbow agent outperforms other DRL approaches in gaming applications. In our problem, the

main motivation for applying a rainbow agent is from distributional DRL and state-based noisy

layer exploration.

Algorithm 1: Rainbow DRL based APs association.
input : An environment Env.

1 Initiate network parameters.
2 Initiate environment Env, state S0 and observation O0.
3 repeat
4 if Game end then
5 Obtain S0 from revising environment Reset(Env) and set t = 0

6 if t can be divided by Tr/Tb then
7 Obtain network observation Ot and scheduled tile set Jt for current time period

from Scheduling(St)

8 Select an action At greedily: At = arg maxa∈A(St)E[dt]
9 APs forms virtual cells But based on action At

10 Tile is transmitted from uth UAV to corresponding VR users set Vu via APs group
But .

11 Env generates new state St+1
12 Calculate reward Rt for all VR users
13 Push tuple (Ot, At, Rt) to experience replay
14 Steps time period index t← t+ 1
15 Train the network parameters by minimising loss defined in (22) with a batch of

memories (Ot′ , At′ , Rt′ , Ot′+1) in experience replay
16 Perform a gradient descent for neural network
17 until Converge

In learning procedure at time t, we first select an current action based on the value estimation

of observation Ot with the policy πa. We then update the neural network parameters θ with

actual reward return Rt (according to (20)) to minimize the estimation error of neural network.

However, due to the partial observability and random nature of wireless network, the value of

state s is not a constant number. Thus, the value function can be represented as the expectation

over all the instances [31]

vπa(o) = E[vπa(s)|s, o] =
∑
s∈S

p(s|o)vπa(s), (21)

where p(s|o) is the limit occupancy probability over the state s and observation o. This highlights

the importance of estimating the distribution of value return instead of expectation value. With

distributional DRL, the value function, which is denoted as z(s, o, a), is directly estimated in
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distribution form. The value estimation d generated by the neural network for each action is a

discrete mapping from the actual value distribution z(s, o, a) to a distributive value vector. Each

action’s value distribution is estimated via Natom atoms, where each atom holds its probability

mass. We denote the distribution mapping as d = (z, pθ(s, o, a)), with probability mass piθ(s, o, a)

on ith atom. Thus, the action with the highest expectation of the estimated distribution is selected.

Then, the network parameters θ are updated and optimized by minimizing the Kullbeck-Leibler

divergence between the estimated distribution (estimated by neural network with parameter θ)

and target distribution dt at time t as [32]

DKL(
n−1∑
k=0

Rt+k+1 + z, pθ(St+n, Ot+n, a
′)||dt), (22)

which measures the difference between forward-view n-step distribution target and current

distribution estimation dt at time t, the a′ (a′ ∈ A(St+n)) is the action selected by the policy

and estimated distribution from neural network with parameter θ and at time t+ n. The loss is

minimized with categorical algorithm and gradient descent [33, Algorithm. 1]. The algorithm of

association with rainbow agent is presented in Algorithm. 1.

To balance exploration and exploitation, we apply noisy nets to perform state-based explo-

ration. As shown in Fig. 3, the noise is added to the linear layers in value and advantage

streams, which inferences the final estimation to perform state-conditional exploration. With the

increasing learning epochs, the network can learn to ignore the noise. In this way, the network

automatically balances exploration and exploitation.

B. Distributed Multi-Agent DRL

It is important to note that the performance of a centralized learning approach is largely

limited by the dimension explosion problem caused by increasing serving area and the number of

participating APs, i.e. the action space grows exponentially with the number of APs |A| = |U||B|.

Besides, the transmission, concatenation, and processing of large size observation at the central

server cause heavy backhaul overhead.

To address this issue, we divide the association optimization target (18) into sub-problems

spatially and solves it via a homogeneous multi-agent setting with the idea of the mean-field

theorem [34], [35]. With one agent in each AP, the observation range of each AP is limited due

to the fluctuated nature of the wireless signal. First, the wireless signal fades with the increase

of communication distance, especially for our considered small APs. The far-side UAVs and

APs have limited impacts on the signal gain or interference of the current AP’s surrounding
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area. Second, without information exchange of the central server, each AP can only receive the

surrounding VR users’ request and state. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3, we separate the serving area

into effective and non-effective areas for each AP and the agent only capture the effective areas,

where the effective area contains current AP with its neighbours AP set Bb, and is considered

as a squared area around AP. The effective areas of different APs are partly overlapped.

With separated serving area, we can formulate our association problem as a networked de-

centralized partially observable Markov decision processes (ND-POMDP) problem [36], which

is a factored version of Decentralized-POMDP problem with mean field theorem [34]. The state

space is denoted as S (s ∈ S). The joint action space can be denoted as A =
∏

b∈Bb Ab, where

Ab is the set of local action space of the bth AP. Then, the value function for the bth AP in state

s (s ∈ S) can be written as the function of joint action space of current AP and its neighbours

vb(s) =
∑
ab∈Ab

πba(ab|s, (a−b))Eab,(a−b)∼(π−b
a )[qb(s, ab, (a−b))]. (23)

where Ab is the action set of bth AP, a−b present the joint action for bth AP’s neighbors,

π−ba =
∏

aj∈a−b
πb
′

a (aj|s) is the joint policy for AP’s neighbors, πb′a is the association policy for

b′th AP (b′ ∈ Bb/b). The Q function for bth AP is denoted as qb. As such, the size of the problem

is largely reduced by factorizing the problem as local sub-problem of each AP and its neighbors

and treating the rest of APs as part of environment.

Then, we propose a multi-agent DRL approach to solve the ND-POMDP problem. We adopt a

rainbow agent at each AP with the same structure as the centralized learning approach, which is

explained in Algorithm. 2. At the time t, each AP observes its local observation from state and

select an action Abt based on the policy from the neural network. Together with all other APs,

after serving UAV and corresponding VR users cooperatively, the bth AP receives the reward

Rb
t =

∑
v∈Vb ∆V-PSNRv

t , where Vb is the VR users in bth AP’s observation range.

However, from (23), we can see that the Q function still depends on bth AP’s neighbors’

policy, which is not controllable for current AP. This results in non-stationary environment from

the perspective of any individual AP. In this environment, if selecting the action greedily, the

action with maximum value usually requires other agents’ cooperation. This usually does not hold

while all agents selecting their action greedily [34]. Thus, the greedy action selection ignores the

need of potential cooperation actions from neighbors, which can easily fail to converge. Thus,

we adopt the Boltzmann policy to capture actions with relatively small return, but potentially

benefit the overall environment via effective cooperation. The Boltzmann policy for bth AP in
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state s can be formulated as [34]

πba(ab|s, (a−b)) = exp (−βqb(s, ab, (a−b)))
/( ∑

ab∈Ab

exp (−βqb(s, ab, (a−b)))
)
, (24)

where β is the temperature for Boltzmann policy, qb(s, ab, (a−b)) is the output of the network.

For our considered cooperation multi-agent system, it has been shown that communication

among agents can substantially improve its performance. It is common to share trained policy or

parameters among agents to improve cooperative performance [36]. We apply FL via federated

average (FedAvg) algorithm to combine useful knowledge from all other APs [37]. The FedAvg

algorithm performs averaging every Tfederated time intervals, which is naturally suitable for our

network with a central server. Besides, with FL, all agents can be seen as fully cooperative agents

with the same optimization target (V-PSNR gain) and global learning model (πb = πb′ , b, b
′ ∈ B).

It has been shown that our considered problem can be directly solved using MDP methods with

joint action space A =
∏

b∈BAb of fully cooperative agents and global updated policy in each

agent [38]. This guarantees the convergence of our proposing multi-agent algorithm. To enhance

the learning performance, we store and train the network with the experience in a concurrent

trajectory experience replay, which drops old memories off (produced by old cooperation policies)

eventually [39]. The algorithm of distributed learning approach with the federated learning and

rainbow agent is represented in Algorithm. 2.

V. HIERARCHICAL LEARNING WITH DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED

SCHEDULER

In the transmission procedures, scheduling also plays an important role. It is possible to

investigate the benefit of the joint design of the scheduling and association by employing a

macro controller at the central server to support the cooperation of APs. By taking the geometry

information into account during the scheduling process, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement

learning (HRL) approach, which captures primitive scheduler and association sub-problems via a

two-level hierarchical structure. This method is shown to be effective for complex environments

[40]. As shown in Fig. 6, the scheduling network selects tile set Jt in the scheduling stage

to transmit in the subsequent broadcast slots based on observation. Then, the agent at each

AP periodically updates its association decision ab based on the environment state St and

scheduled decision Jt at the start of every time step. Following the association decisions, the

APs cooperatively transmit the tiles via broadcasting and capture V-PSNR value as the reward.
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Algorithm 2: Hierarchical DRL based joint scheduling and association.
input : An environment Env

1 Initiate scheduling network and association network parameters.
2 Initiate environment Env, state S0, and scheduling observation Os

0.
3 repeat
4 if Game end then
5 Reset Env and t = 0, obtain new S0, Os

0

6 if t can be divided by Tr/Tb then
7 Store tuple (Os

t−N , A
s
t−N ,

∑t
t′=t−N Rt′) to scheduling experience replay

8 Calculate priority of scheduling As
t = E[ds

t]
9 Select Tr/Tb tiles with largest priority for each UAV Jt = arg max(As

t, Tr/Tb)
10 Train and update scheduling network’s parameters with memories in experience

replay
11 for b ∈ B do
12 Obtain Ob

t from state St, scheduled tiles Jt and past state St−1
13 Select an action Abt with (24)
14 APs forms virtual cells But for UAVs based on their actions
15 Tiles are transmitted from uth UAV to corresponding VR users set Vu via APs group

But
16 for b ∈ B do
17 Calculate reward Rb

t for VR users in bth AP’s effective area
18 Push tuple (Ob

t , A
b
t , R

b
t) to bth AP’s experience replay

19 Train and update association network’s parameters following the same procedure
as Algorithm. 1.

20 Step Env and generates St+1.
21 if t can be divided by Tfederated then
22 Perform FedAvg among APs B
23 until Converge
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Similar as the DRL design in finding the optimal association policy, the scheduling problem

is defined as the tuple of state S, action As, policy πs, reward R, and transition Ts [40]. The

state s (s ∈ S) follows the same definition in distributed approach. The action as (as ∈ As) is the

index of tiles, which are selected to be scheduled. The reward follows the same as association

part but with Tr time period: R =
∑

v∈V ∆V-PSNRb
t+Tr
− ∆V-PSNRb

t . Note that scheduling is

running at equal or slower time-scale than association, i.e. Tr ≥ Ta. As such, the scheduler acts

as meta-controller to estimate the target Q-function

q∗s (s, as) = max
πs
E[

t+N∑
k=t

Rk+ max
a′s

q∗s (s′, a′s)|St = s, St+N = s′, As
t = as], (25)

where N is the number of system time period before re-scheduling. Similar to the algorithm in

Section IV, the target Q-value function of bth AP’s association with scheduler action As
t can be

rewritten as

q∗b (s, ab; as) = max
πa
E[

TGOP∑
k=t

∑
j∈Jk

∑
v∈Vj

∆V-PSNRv
k|St = s, As

t = as, A
b
t = ab]

(a)
= max

πa
E[
∑
j∈Jt

∑
v∈Vj

∆V-PSNRv
t +

∑
a′b∈A

πa(a
′
b|s′, (a−b))q∗b (s′, a′b; as)|St = s, Aat = ab].

(26)

We can see that q value functions describe the maximization target of scheduling and association

problem in (17) and (18), respectively. The association policy maximizes the intrinsic reward,

which is the V-PSNR gain in each broadcast slot. The scheduling policy maximizes the extrinsic

reward, which is the potential V-PSNR gain in each re-scheduling slot.

To solve this joint optimization design of scheduling and association problem, as shown in

Fig. 5, we apply a similar CNN-based DRL method with a rainbow agent using grid-based

observation for scheduling, where the association optimization follows the same design as the

distributed DRL approach in Section IV. In the transmission procedures, each AP firstly observe

the tile requests and UAVs’, APs’, and VR users’ positions from the environment. The agent

of scheduler at a central server then generates its observation based on the returned information

from APs. After the transmission based on the scheduling and association decisions. The AP
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capture the V-PSNR gain and improve the scheduling and association policy.

With hundreds of tiles and corresponding requests, the observation is composited by the

popularity of tiles in 6×12 grid from VR users in a small square part of the environment, which

is then concatenated into a joint popularity map. To reduce the dimension of observation, we only

consider the unsuccessfully transmitted tiles with the highest popularity to be re-transmit without

putting all tiles into the observation and action. Each AP observes 6×12×2 tiles’ popularity for

each UAV from its effective state. The overall observation is generated by concatenating each

AP’s observation. Thus, taking one example, the serving area is separated into 3 × 3 squares.

Thus, there are 3 × 12 grid in the horizontal axis and 3 × 6 × 2 in the vertical axis for each

UAV’s tiles’ request. Then, as shown in Fig. 6, we apply a similar network structure as the agent

in Section IV. The |Jt| tiles with the highest weight are scheduled and transmitted. The network

makes an association decision and transmits tiles. Then, the network is updated with returned

V-PSNR gain. The algorithm for hierarchical learning approach is represented in Algorithm. 2.

VI. SIMULATION RESULT

In this section, we examine the QoE of tile streaming from UAV to VR users in our proposed

CF-MB network within a squared serving area. The parameter of our simulation and learning

system is given in Table. I1. In the following, we present the V-PSNR performance for our

proposed three learning algorithms in Section VI-A and Section VI-B.

In the simulation, we set the number of VR users as |V| = 120, the VR users are distributed

following PCP, whose cluster radius is set as rc = 20m, the number of UAVs is |U| = 4. We

set the number of AP as |B| = 9, which are located in a 3 × 3 grid with 30 m gap inside the

serving area which is 80 m×80 m square. Each AP can observe 60m × 60m squared effective

area surrounding itself. The time period of learning algorithms contains 10Tb, which means the

scheduling and association policy is updated after broadcasting 10 tiles.

Note that for a centralized algorithm, due to the large action space of our environment setting

(|A| = 49), we can’t train this oversize model with our devices. Thus, we reduce the environment

with only 2 UAV and half broadcast slots compared to the current setting for the centralized

algorithm. To ease the presentation of V-PSNR, we normalize the resulting V-PSNR value into

[0, 5] (5 frames in each GOP). Note that, the DRL algorithm is well-known for its lack of

1The authors acknowledge the use of the research computing facility at King’s College London, Rosalind (https://rosalind.
kcl.ac.uk).

https://rosalind.kcl.ac.uk
https://rosalind.kcl.ac.uk
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Parameters Setting Radio frequency parameters Setting
AP-VR link path-loss exponent (AP-VR) αDL 4 UAV-AP link path-loss exponent (UAV-AP) αUL 2
VR center frequency 5.5 GHz UAV center frequency 4.5 GHz
Accesspoint grid length 30 m Drone hovering height 30 m
User density 100 Excessive NLoS Attenuation 20 dB
Accesspoint EIRP 48 dBm UAV EIRP 48 dBm
Accesspoint transmission bandwidth 5 MHz UAV transmission bandwidth 5 MHz
Noise power θ2 −91 dBm Number of UAV 2
Video parameter Setting Learning parameters Setting
Frame rate 90 Hz Temperature (β) 100
Group of picture 5 (IPPPP) Learning rate 6.25× 10−5

Pixel per degree 60 Dropout rate 0.2
Video compression rate 150 Batch size 32
Frame size ratio (P/I) 0.7 Atoms (Association) 21
User field-of-view 210°× 150° Atoms (Scheduler) 11
Tile size 30°× 30° Noisy layer std 0.5
Number of re-schedule between frames Tf 28 Discount γ 1
Broadcast slots between re-schedule Tr 10 Multi-step learning 3

Table I: Environment and Learning Parameters.
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Figure 7: Convergence curves for our proposed algorithms.
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Figure 8: V-PSNR Performance of proposing algorithms.

reliability. Average performance is not sufficient to describe the performance of the algorithm.

To show the risk of our algorithm [41], we use a standard derivative (SD) error bar to show the

performance. We present +std, average performance, and -std, V-PSNR value over 10000 random

GOPs with independently generated UAV and VR users. For each algorithm setting, we train

6× 104 epochs and pick the best model during training to plot the result. In the following, we

use ”Centralized”, ”Distributed DRL w/ FL”, and ”Hierarchical w/ FL” to denote the centralized

DRL association algorithm with P-PF scheduler, federated distributed DRL algorithm with P-PF

scheduler, a hierarchical algorithm with federated distributed DRL and learning-based scheduler

algorithm, respectively. To show the effectiveness of FL, we compare two more algorithms:

Distributed DRL without FL and Hierarchical FL without FL. For simplicity, we use ”Distributed

DRL w/o FL” and ”Hierarchical FL w/o FL”, respectively.

A. Overall Convergence and Analysis

Fig. 7 plots the overall V-PSNR versus the training epochs. In Fig. 7a, we observe that the

Centralized, Distributed DRL w/ FL and Hierarchical w/ FL converge fast within 10,000 epochs.
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Figure 9: t-SNE embedding of the representations with the learned policy.

Because the FL method combines the learning experience among APs for our fully cooperative

association problem. In Fig. 7b, we observe that the Distributed DRL w/o FL fails to converge,

whereas the Hierarchical w/o FL approach do converge but requires far more epochs. This is

because the Distributed DRL w/o FL approach treats other agents as part of the environment, and

the highly dynamic environment makes it fail to converge. In the Hierarchical w/ FL approach, the

agent of scheduler acts as a meta-controller, who helps the distributed DRL agents to cooperate.

Fig. 8 plots the overall V-PSNR values of different learning algorithms. we observe that the

average V-PSNR of algorithms follows: Hierarchical w/ FL ≈ Distributed DRL w/ FL > CB

≈ CF ≈ Centralized > Hierarchical w/o FL > Distributed DRL w/o FL. We observe that CF

association provides the V-PSNR with the lowest standard derivation among all algorithms, due to

the fully cooperative APs enhance the transmission channel. We observe that Centralized learning

obtains worse result compared to Distributed DRL w/ FL and Hierarchical w/ FL algorithm. The

reason is that the model is not sufficient for large action space (29).

In Fig. 9, we show the principle of the proposed neural network by visualising the output of

CNN and the final policy. The figure is generated by letting the Distributed DRL agents play

for 1000 randomly generated GOPs. With generated vectors from the output of CNN layers,

we apply a technique developed for the visualization of high-dimensional data called “t-SNE”

to calculate the distance between vectors. Then, the principle composition analyses (PCA) is

performed on the vectors to reduce the dimension to 2D space and visualise them in Fig. 9.
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Each point is coloured according to the association decisions [42]. In this way, the point cloud

in the center presents the learned policy in our model.

Apart from the policy point cloud in Fig. 9, we also randomly present four observations

together with their most similar observations by picking the nearest one according to the result of

the t-SNE algorithm. Each observation is observed by the AP in the center, which is represented

as a grid-map. In each grid-map, the colours in grids represent the position of VR users and

their corresponding UAV. The position of APs is also marked and coloured by its association

decision from current observation. To ease the reading of these figures, we number the 9 APs in

our simulation with numbers from 1− 9 based on their relative positions. In (a), the grid-maps

are observed by 2nd AP. In left grid-map, we can see that 2nd and 5th AP is jointly associated

to serve 2nd UAV. In right grid-map, 2nd, 5th APs jointly serve 0th UAV. In (b), the 4th APs

forms virtual cells with 7th and 8th APs cooperatively to serve 0th UAV in left grid-map. In right

grid-map, 4th and 1st APs jointly serve 3th UAVs. In (c), the 1st and 2nd APs jointly serve the

surrounding VR user groups, which request tiles from 3rd UAV. In (d), the left observation from

8th AP shows that it fails to cooperate with 9th AP to serve 2nd UAV and corresponding VR

user group. This highlights the fact that the value of the actions in each agent is jointly decided

by its and its neighbours’ actions in the multi-agent system. The right observation shown that

6th, 8th, and 9th APs jointly serve 0th UAV, whereas the 4th and 7th APs jointly serve 2th UAV.

B. Quality-of-experience Analysis

In this subsection, we plot the V-PSNR value using VR users of three learning algorithms,

including Centralized, Distributed DRL w/ FL, and Hierarchical w/ FL, together with two

conventional algorithms (CB, CF) in different scenarios.

Fig. 10 plots the V-PSNR value versus the number of VR users. We observe that all algorithms’

V-PSNR stay nearly unchanged with increasing numbers of VR users in CF-MB network. This

matches our expectation for CF-MB network, where the UAV-APs cooperative reception enhance

the received signal from UAV and the APs-VR broadcasting is not sensitive to the number of

receiving VR users. It is worth to mention that we only train a single model using random VR

users and obtain similar results with different numbers of VR users setting, which shown the

scalability of our learning algorithms.

Fig. 11 plots the V-PSNR value versus the VR users’ cluster radius. We first see that the

V-PSNR value of CF association algorithm keeps the same for different cluster radius, as all

APs jointly serve one UAV and corresponding VR user group in the CF association without
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Figure 10: V-PSNR of our proposing algorithms with different number
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Figure 11: V-PSNR of our proposing algorithms with different VR
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interference. The CF-MB network provides uniform services in this case. We observe that the

V-PSNR of CB association algorithm drops dramatically with the increasing cluster radius.

The reason is that increasing cluster radius can lead to more overlap clusters, which calls for

cooperation among APs to reduce the inter-cell interference. The CB association fails to serve

VR users due to its high inter-cell interference and poor cell-edge performance. We also see that

the centralized learning approach fails to converge within our limited number of epochs with

random VR users due to the lack of environment resolution with small size network structure.

We observe that the V-PSNR value of our proposed distributed algorithms, including Distributed

DRL w FL and Hierarchical w FL, drop slightly with the increasing cluster radius, but outperform

other algorithms (CF, CB, Centralized).

Fig. 12 plots the V-PSNR versus the number of broadcast slots, which also reveals the slot

utilization of our proposed algorithms. Remind that in our considered environment, 4 UAV holds

288 tiles in total. If we set large Tb and fewer broadcast slots, then two tiles should be fully

transmitted successfully within one broadcast slot (160 slots). If we set small Tb (more broadcast

slots), each tile can occupy one broadcast slot individually (320 slots). We observe that the V-
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PSNR of CF association method increases with the number of broadcast slots, as the chances

of transmission increase. We also observe that the V-PSNR value of CB association approach

decrease with the increasing of broadcast slots. The reason is that high inter-cell interference

results in low cell-edge performance. We highlight that the V-PSNR value of learning-based

algorithms is higher than CB and CF. And the Distributed DRL w FL and Hierarchical w FL

outperform the Centralized approach with all different number of broadcast slots.

Fig. 13 plot the V-PSNR value of different algorithm versus the increasing number of UAV.

We observe that V-PSNR of CF and CB decreases with the increasing number of UAV due to the

lack of resources. We also see that the learning-based algorithms still outperform conventional

methods. It achieves high utilization for each broadcast slot with increasing UAV number in both

average and standard derivation of V-PSNR. It should be noted that the training complexity of

learning algorithms increases linearly with the increasing number of UAV in our network design.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a cell-free multi-group broadcast network for real-time VR video

transmission from UAVs to VR users for experience enhancement in a sports event. To optimise

the quality-of-experience of VR users with dependent decoded video resources and correlated VR

users, we highlighted the importance of the scheduling video tiles and the dynamical association

of APs. We also shown that a joint design is needed for correlated and sequential scheduling and

association procedures. We first introduced a conventional popularity-based scheduler, and cell-

based and cell-free association algorithms to solve each sub-problem individually. To explore

the learning-based dynamic association algorithm, we then propose a centralized and multi-

agent deep reinforcement learning algorithm, which captures the environment via convolutional

layers. To jointly solve the coupled association and scheduling algorithm, we further developed

a hierarchical algorithm with scheduler as meta-controller and association algorithm as the

controller. Our results demonstrated that both distributed APs and hierarchical with federated

learning algorithms can effectively handle a large number of APs and VR users and outperform

the centralized algorithm and non-learning-based approach with different environment settings.
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